FREE EVENTS ACROSS ALL 5 BOROUGHS

SUMMERSTAGE.ORG  SUMMERSTAGE  SUMMERSTAGENYC
BRONX / BROOKLYN / MANHATTAN / QUEENS / STATEN ISLAND
City Parks Foundation is delighted to present the 2018 season of SummerStage, New York’s largest free outdoor performing arts festival. New York is the quintessential global city, and the place we have been proud to call home for more than three decades. SummerStage brings the best music from around the world to New York’s many and varied communities, using local neighborhood parks as gathering spaces in which to experience world class culture. From iconic performers to the latest up-and-coming artist, we present everything from indie to Afrobeat, Latin trap to soul, reggae to contemporary dance, fado to EDM, and everything in between. Join us for more than 100 shows in 18 neighborhood parks this summer. Come watch a legendary artist or discover the performer you’ll love next!
BETSY HEAD PARK, BROOKLYN  
Dumont Ave. & Strauss St.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE PARK, BROOKLYN  
Furman St. & Old Fulton St.

CENTRAL PARK, MANHATTAN  
69th St. & 5th Ave.

CLOVE LAKES PARK, STATEN ISLAND  
Clove Rd. & Beverly Ave.

COFFEY PARK, BROOKLYN  
Verona St. between Richard St. & Dwight St.

CORLEARS HOOK PARK, MANHATTAN  
Cherry St. & Jackson St.

CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK, STATEN ISLAND  
Broadway between Markham Rd. & Wayne St.

CROTONA PARK, BRONX  
Claremont Parkway & Crotona Ave.

EAST RIVER PARK, MANHATTAN  
FDR Drive between Jackson St. & Cherry St.

FLUSHING MEADOWS-CORONA PARK, QUEENS  
Grand Central Pkwy., Whitestone Expwy. between 111 St. & College Point Blvd., Park Drive E.

FORD AMPHITHEATER, BROOKLYN  
At Coney Island Boardwalk
3052 West 21st St.
SummerStage performances are fun and welcoming for New Yorkers of all ages. Our schedule highlights family-friendly activities, including dance and drum workshops, and a very special opportunity to learn steps from choreographer Alvin Ailey’s world famous work, *Revelations*, directly from the Ailey company’s own dance instructors.

Sunday, July 15 is this year’s Family Day in Central Park, with a New Orleans-themed Mardi Gras Celebration featuring the legendary Rebirth Brass Band and other guests. And the fun continues with our traveling PuppetMobile, which will visit parks all over the city to present The Big Good Wolf, a modern-day fairy tale starring classic characters from The Three Bears and Three Little Pigs. And, of course, our Swedish Cottage Marionette Theatre in Central Park will continue its run of Neverland: Peter Returns, a spin on the beloved children’s classic Peter Pan.

Beyond workshops & family programming, SummerStage shows will feature community partners’ activations and booths - connecting and celebrating our City’s exceptional variety of cultures and communities. Learn more about our community partners’ work by stopping by their tents onsite at select SummerStage shows and participating in their activations - ranging from interactive art installations to neighborhood-led fitness programs.

Check out SummerStage.org for full details on all of our family-friendly performances and partner details this summer.

**SummerStage Family Workshop Schedule**

**FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 7PM**
Dance Workshop: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations Celebration
Coffey Park, Brooklyn

**FRIDAY, JULY 6, 6PM**
Dance Workshop: Funky Freestyle with Theresa Lavington
Springfield Park, Queens

**FRIDAY, JULY 13, 7PM**
Dance Workshop: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations Celebration
Queensbridge Park, Queens

**SUNDAY, JULY 15, 4PM**
Dance Workshop: With the Lady Buckjumpers of New Orleans
Central Park, Rumsey Playfield, Manhattan

**FRIDAY, JULY 20, 6PM**
Dance Workshop: Funky Freestyle with Theresa Lavington
Corporal Thompson Park, Staten Island

**FRIDAY, JULY 27, 7PM**
Dance Workshop: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations Celebration
St. Mary’s Park, Bronx

**TUESDAY, JULY 31, 11AM**
Special Youth Matinee Featuring Kyle Abraham’s A.I.M
Central Park, Rumsey Playfield, Manhattan

**WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 6PM**
Workshop: Traditional Garifuna Drums & Dance
Crotona Park, Bronx

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 6PM**
Dance Workshop: Popping & Locking Hip Hop with Fabel
Crotona Park, Bronx

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 9, 6PM**
Dance Workshop: Popping & Locking Hip Hop with Fabel
East River Park, Manhattan

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 10, 7PM**
Dance Workshop: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations Celebration
East River Park, Manhattan

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 16, 7PM**
Dance Workshop: Alvin Ailey’s Revelations Celebration
Marcus Garvey Park, Manhattan

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 4PM**
Workshop: African Drums
Marcus Garvey Park, Manhattan

---

**Supporting Sponsor**

Disney
CITYPARKS
PUPPETMOBILE’S
THE BIG GOOD WOLF
SUMMERSTAGE PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

These performances take place ahead of SummerStage concerts.

FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 3PM
COFFEY PARK, BROOKLYN

SUNDAY, JULY 1, 4PM
BETSY HEAD PARK, BROOKLYN

SATURDAY, JULY 7, 4PM
SPRINGFIELD PARK, QUEENS

SATURDAY, JULY 14, 4PM
QUEENSBRIDGE PARK, QUEENS

SUNDAY, JULY 15, 2:30PM
CENTRAL PARK FAMILY DAY
RUMSEY PLAYFIELD, MANHATTAN

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 4PM
CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK,
STATEN ISLAND

SATURDAY, JULY 28, 4PM
ST. MARY’S PARK, BRONX

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 4PM
CROTONA PARK, BRONX

SUNDAY, AUGUST 12, 4PM
CORLEARS HOOK PARK, MANHATTAN

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 4PM
MARCUS GARVEY PARK, MANHATTAN

The PuppetMobile’s full performance schedule in parks around the city can be found at www.CityParksFoundation.org
GET INSPIRED WITH HOWARD ZINN’S VOICES

We are excited to collaborate with VOICES, a non-profit arts, education and social justice organization founded by Howard Zinn and Anthony Arnove, who together edited the book *Voices of a People’s History of the United States*, which brings to life the extraordinary history of ordinary people who built the movements that made the United States what it is today. Six SummerStage VOICES programs will feature contemporary artists and authors who will use events, music and words from our nation’s history as inspiration for new discussions. The series will culminate in Central Park on August 28 with live readings, dialogue, music and celebration. By giving public expression to rebels, dissenters, and visionaries from our past—and present—SummerStage and VOICES seek to educate and inspire a new generation working for social justice.

VOICES PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

**SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 6PM**
BETSY HEAD PARK, BROOKLYN
FEATURING: STACEYANN CHIN, POET

**SUNDAY, JULY 15, 4PM**
QUEENSBRIDGE PARK, QUEENS
FEATURING: DRES, MC OF BLACK SHEEP

**SATURDAY, JULY 21, 4PM**
CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK, STATEN ISLAND
FEATURING: LEMON ANDERSEN, POET

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 4PM**
CROTONA PARK, BRONX
FEATURING: MUMS AKA CRAIG GRANT, ACTOR/POET

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 28, 7PM**
CENTRAL PARK, RUMSEY PLAYFIELD, MANHATTAN
FEATURING: STACEYANN CHIN (POET), RACHEL DRATCH (COMEDIAN), MICHAEL EALY (ACTOR), LAURA GÓMEZ (ACTOR), CELISSE HENDERSON (SINGER-SONGWRITER), VIGGO MORTENSEN (ACTOR) AND OTHERS

LOCATION:
CENTRAL PARK, RUMSEY PLAYFIELD, MANHATTAN

**MONDAY, JUNE 25, 4PM**
PANEL: 45s: THE IMPORTANCE OF 7” VINYL IN MUSIC CULTURE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE WITH BOBBITO GARCÍA, RICH MEDINA, SPINNA, AND STRETCH ARMSTRONG, RSVP REQUIRED

**SUNDAY, JULY 15, 4PM**
WORKSHOP: WITH THE LADY BUCKJUMPERS OF NEW ORLEANS, ALL AGES

**WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 6PM**
PANEL: A CONVERSATION WITH CHOREOGRAPHER KYLE ABRAHAM HOSTED BY DANCE CRITIC EVA YAA ASANTEWAA, RSVP REQUIRED

**SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 1PM**
PANEL: THE NEW CULTURAL SHIFT: MUSIC, RESISTANCE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
RSVP REQUIRED

**WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 6PM**
DANCE WORKSHOP: GAGA/PEOPLE MOVEMENT MASTERCLASS
RSVP REQUIRED
ALL LEVELS
AGES 16+

PRE-SHOW PANELS, WORKSHOPS & SCREENINGS IN CENTRAL PARK

Come early to Central Park and experience your favorite artists up close and personal. Our panels, screenings and workshops will feature legendary performers discussing their work, their history, and their inspiration. RSVP is required on a first-come, first-served basis for some of the events. Visit SummerStage.org to RSVP and for more information.
MAY

LIAM GALLAGHER / RICHARD ASHCROFT
PRODUCED BY THE BOWERY PRESENTS
FORMER OASIS FRONTMAN AND FELLOW BRIT ROCKER COMBINE FORCES TO BRING THEIR SOLO ACTS ON THE ROAD
WEDNESDAY 6:30-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUN

GREGORY PORTER / VICTORY
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BLUE NOTE JAZZ FESTIVAL
A GRAMMY AWARD-WINNING JAZZ SINGER-SONGWRITER IS JOINED BY THE RISING SOUL-FOLK PHENOMENON
SATURDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK

BOWIE SYMPHONIC: ENSEMBLE LPR PERFORMS DAVID BOWIE’S BLACKSTAR WITH EVAN ZIPORYN AND FEATURED CELLIST MAYA BEISER / DONNY MCCASLIN GROUP
AN ALL-STAR ORCHESTRA ALONG WITH BOWIE’S COLLABORATORS PAY TRIBUTE TO THE LATE SUPERSTAR’S FINAL WORK
SATURDAY 7-10PM FORD AMPHITHEATER AT CONEY ISLAND

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA SUMMER RECITAL SERIES
MET OPERA STARS LATONIA MOORE, MARIO CHANG AND JOSHUA HOPKINS PERFORM AN EVENING OF ARIAS AND DUETS FROM SOME OF OPERA’S MOST BELOVED WORKS
MONDAY 8-10PM CENTRAL PARK

THURSDAY 7-8:30PM CLOVES LAKE PARK

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA RECITAL SERIES
RISING STARS GERARD SCHNEIDER, GABRIELLA REYES DE RAMÍREZ, AND ADRIAN TIMPAU PERFORM A PROGRAM OF FAVORITE OPERA ARIAS AND DUETS
THURSDAY 3-4:30PM WILLIAMSBRIDGE OVAL

JUN

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA SUMMER RECITAL SERIES
MET OPERA STARS LATONIA MOORE, MARIO CHANG AND JOSHUA HOPKINS PERFORM AN EVENING OF ARIAS AND DUETS FROM SOME OF OPERA’S MOST BELOVED WORKS
WEDNESDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUN

JAKE PAUL - TEAM 10 TOUR
PRODUCED BY THE BOWERY PRESENTS
IT’S GOING TO BE A JAM PACKED SHOW WITH LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION, SPECIAL GUESTS, GAMES AND CHALLENGES
THURSDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUN

RHIANNON GIDDENS / SON LITTLE
2017 MACARTHUR GENIUS GRANT RECIPIENT AND CAROLINA CHOCOLATE DROPS CO-FOUNDER PERFORMS WITH RISING BLUES MUSICIAN
SATURDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUN

ONLY IN QUEENS SUMMERSTAGE CONCERT:
KOOL & THE GANG
THE INCOMPARABLE AWARD-WINNING R&B GROUP PERFORMS A CAREER-SPANNING SET
SATURDAY 5-8PM FLUSHING MEADOWS-CORONA PARKK

BIG DADDY KANE: LONG LIVE THE KANE 30TH ANNIVERSARY / MUSIC BY: THE FINISHER MISTER CEE, HOSTED BY DOUG E FRESH THE LYRICIST AND MC, ONE OF BED-STUY’S FINEST, CELEBRATES THE 30TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS DEBUT ALBUM WEDNESDAY 7-10PM FORD AMPHITHEATER AT CONEY ISLAND

FÊTE DE LA MUSIQUE: VIANNEY / CHASSOL / JOAKIM IN ASSOCIATION WITH FRANCE ROCKS AND BUREAUX EXPORT ANNUAL FESTIVAL CHAMPIONING IMPORTANT VOICES FROM FRANCE AND BEYOND WEDNESDAY 6-10PM / CENTRAL PARK

SAN FERMIN / THE WEATHER STATION
AVANT-GARDE BROOKLYN INDIE-POP COMPOSERS COMPLEMENT FOLK SONGWRITER AND THE NEW YORK TIMES’ PICK FOR THIS YEAR’S BEST BAND OUT OF SXSW THURSDAY 7-9PM COFFEY PARK

“HIP HOP AND YOU DON’T STOP” IN ASSOCIATION WITH INSITU DANCE FESTIVAL FEAT. ITS SHOWTIME NYC / LIL BUCK / PASSION FRUIT / RESTORATIONART YOUTH ARTS ACADEMY / A LADY IN THE HOUSE CO WITH GUEST DJ KS36 DANCE SHOWCASE FEATURING PERFORMANCES FROM WORLDWIDE “MEMPHIS JOOKIN” PHENOM, LOCAL SUBWAY SENSATIONS, AND MORE WORKSHOP: REVELATIONS CELEBRATION, 7PM* PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 3PM* FRIDAY 7-9PM COFFEY PARK

THE METROPOLITAN OPERA RECITAL SERIES
RISING STARS GERARD SCHNEIDER, GABRIELLA REYES DE RAMÍREZ, AND ADRIAN TIMPAU PERFORM A PROGRAM OF FAVORITE OPERA ARIAS AND DUETS SATURDAY 3-4:30PM WILLIAMSBridge OVAL

SECRET CIRCLE / DJ LUCAS / NEDARB INDEPENDENT HIP-HOP SUPERCROUP WIKI, ANTWON, AND LIL UGLY MANE TEAM UP WITH DARK WORLD’S FOUNDER AND RISING PRODUCER NEDARB SATURDAY 5-7PM COFFEY PARK

*For More Information on Workshops, Panels & PuppetMobile See Pages 4, 5, 6
JUN 23
MARIZA / NOISERV / RENATO DIZ
IN ASSOCIATION WITH ARTE INSTITUTE
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED SINGER AND FADO’S BIGGEST STAR,
WITH SUPPORT FROM INDIE POP AND MODERN JAZZ
PORTUGUESE UP-AND-COMERS
SATURDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

JUN 24
NICKY SIANO’S Hallelujah Disco with Harlem Gospel
Choir and Melba Moore / The Illustrious Blacks
PIONEERING DJ WITH A LONG-LASTING INFLUENCE ON NIGHTLIFE
AND DANCE CULTURE JOINS FORCES WITH THE HARLEM GOSPEL
CHOIR, TONY AWARD-WINNING R&B SINGER,
AND A GENDER-BENDING NYC-BASED DYNAMIC DUO
SATURDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

JUN 25
JAY CRITCH / TONY SELTZER AND FRIENDS / NUYORICAN
Poets Cafe: Advocate of Wordz & Ramya Ramana
A MULTI-TALENTED NEW YORK-BRED MC AND SOMEONE PEOPLE CAN’T
STOP TALKING ABOUT, PAIRED WITH A MUSIC AND POETRY-FILLED
DUET FROM NUYORICAN’S FINEST
SUNDAY 5-7PM COFFEY PARK 🎶

JUN 26
Rock Rubber 45s Film Premiere and Performances
By DJs Rich Medina, Stretch Armstrong, Spinna
& Bobbito Garcia, Lyricist Pharoahe Monch
AND GUEST APPEARANCE BY ROSARIO DAWSON
IN ASSOCIATION WITH GIANT STEP
THE NYC DEBUT OF THIS GRIPPING FILM
ABOUT BASKETBALL, SNEAKER AND MUSICAL CULTURES IS PRECEDED BY A
DANCE PARTY WITH DJS AND A RAP PERFORMANCE BY ARTISTS FEATURED IN
THE NARRATIVE AND SCORE
PANEL: “45s: The Importance of 7”Vinyl”, RSVP Required, 4PM*
MONDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶MOVIE 🎥

JUN 27
The Metropolitan Opera Summer Recital Series
RISING STARS GERARD SCHNEIDER, GABRIELLA REYES DE RAMIREZ,
AND ADRIAN TIMPAU PERFORM A PROGRAM OF FAVORITE OPERA ARIAS AND DUETS
WEDNESDAY 7-8:30PM JACKIE ROBINSON PARK 🎶

JUN 28
Duck Down BBQ Featuring Black Moon and Smif N Wessun with Live Band and Special Guests
BROWNSVILLE MCS BEST KNOWN FOR THE UNDERGROUND HIP-HOP MAINSTAY ENTA DA STAGE
THURSDAY 7-9PM BETSY HEAD PARK 🎶

JUN 29
Raheem DeVaughn / DJ Boogie Blind
THE R&B SINGER AND THREE-TIME GRAMMY NOMINEE BUSTS
OUT THE SENSUAL MELODIES FOR A NIGHT OF SOULFULNESS
FRIDAY 7-9PM BETSY HEAD PARK 🎶

JUL 1
Northern Beat: Broken Social Scene / Melissa Laveaux / The East Pointers
ONE OF TORONTO’S INFLUENTIAL INDIE ROCK MAINSTAYS
JOINS FORCES WITH A UNIQUELY ENTHRALLING SINGER-SONGWRITER AND FOLK GROUP
SUNDAY 3-7PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

JUL 1
Melanie Fiona / DJ Moma
R&B, SOUL AND REGGAE SINGER-SONGWRITER PERFORMS
ALONG WITH THE VERSATILE DJ OF EVERYDAY PEOPLE
PUPPETOON’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SUNDAY 7-9PM BETSY HEAD PARK 🎶FAMILY 🎥

JUL 5
Ram / Paul Beaubrun / DJ Hard Hittin Harry
IN ASSOCIATION WITH AFRO-LATINO FESTIVAL NYC
A JUBILANT CELEBRATION OF HAITIAN MUSIC AND CULTURE
BRINGS LEGENDS AND UP-AND-COMERS TOGETHER
THURSDAY 7-9PM SPRINGFIELD PARK 🎶

JUL 6
The Legendary Ladies of Skyy / Felix Hernandez of Rhythm Revue
THREE SHINING STARS OF SOUL AND DISCO BRING GOOD VIBES, OPENED BY THE RADIO HOST AND CULTURAL
MOVER-AND-SHAKER
WORKSHOP: FREESTYLE DANCE THERESA LAVINGTON, 6PM*
FRIDAY 6-9PM SPRINGFIELD PARK 🎶FAMILY 🎥

*For More Information on Workshops, Panels & PuppetMobile See Pages 4, 5, 6
JUL 6 TROY ANASTASIO TRIO
PRODUCED BY THE BOWERY PRESENTS FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE INNOVATIVE JAM BAND AND LIVE PHENOMENON PHISH, ANASTASIO PERFORMS HIS MULTI-FACETED SOLO WORK INFLUENCED BY MUSICAL THEATER, CLASSICAL MUSIC, AND ROCK & ROLL
FRIDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 7 KRANIUM / FEDERATION SOUND / DJ POLISH (KING MIDAS)
JAMAICA, QUEENS’ YOUNG DANCEHALL STAR IS JOINED BY A REGGAE DUO AND TALENTED DJ
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SATURDAY 4-7PM SPRINGFIELD PARK

JUL 7 TAIWANESE WAVES: SOFT LIPA / SHENG XIANG & BAND / ELEPHANT GYM
THE THIRD ANNUAL CELEBRATION SHOWCASING THE BEST OF TAIWANESE TUNES FROM HIP-HOP TO ROCK
SATURDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 8 EPMD / DJ SYLK
THE INFLUENTIAL MC DUO PERFORMS WITH THE MULTIFACETED QUEENS DJ FOR A NIGHT OF CLASSIC HIP HOP
SUNDAY 5-7PM SPRINGFIELD PARK

JUL 8 BARRINGTON LEVY / THIRD WORLD / KABAKA PYRAMID / DJ GRAVY / FEDERATION SOUND
FIVE OF JAMAICA’S MOST ACCLAIMED AND LONGEST-RUNNING GROUPS JOIN TOGETHER FOR A NIGHT OF DANCEHALL, REGGAE, AND MORE
SUNDAY 6-10PM
FORD AMPHITHEATER AT CONEY ISLAND

JUL 8 JOEY BADA$$ & PRO ERA PRESENT:
4TH ANNUAL STEEZ DAY! PRODUCED BY THE BOWERY PRESENTS ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF THE LIFE AND MUSIC OF HIP-HOP ICON AND BEAST COAST FOUNDER, CAPITAL STEEZ, LED BY RAPPER AND PRO ERA FRONTMAN JOEY BADA$$
SUNDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 9 OH WONDER / SASHA SLOAN
THIS MINIMALIST POP DUO INSPIRES NOTHING SHORT OF WONDER
MONDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 9 GABRIEL GARZÓN-MONTANO / NICOLA CRUZ / TOMASA DEL REAL / LATIN BITMAN
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LAMC (LATIN ALTERNATIVE MUSIC CONFERENCE) LATIN VOICES FROM BROOKLYN, QUITO AND SANTIAGO MAKING HUGE WAVES IN NEO-SOUL, ELECTRONICA, REGGAE&TON AND BEYOND
WEDNESDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 12 SYSTEMA SOLAR / VERY BE CAREFUL
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LAMC (LATIN ALTERNATIVE MUSIC CONFERENCE)
TWO GENRE-DEFYING BANDS, AN AFRO-CARIBBEAN ELECTRONIC COLLECTIVE AND A Vallenato Group Bring Their Dynamic Sounds To Queens
THURSDAY 7-9PM QUEENSBRIDGE PARK

JUL 13 CALPULLI MEXICAN DANCE COMPANY
QUEENS-BASED TROUPE CELEBRATES THE RICH DIVERSITY OF MEXICAN AND MEXICAN-AMERICAN CULTURAL HERITAGE THROUGH DANCE AND LIVE MUSIC
WORKSHOP: REVELATIONS CELEBRATION, 7PM*
FRIDAY 7-9PM QUEENSBRIDGE PARK

JUL 13 TITO ROJAS / ANDY MONTANEZ
TWO OF PUERTO RICO’S MOST IMPORTANT SALSA HEAVY HITTERS PERFORM TOGETHER ON A RARE DOUBLE BILL
FRIDAY 7-10PM
FORD AMPHITHEATER AT CONEY ISLAND

JUL 14 JORGE DREXLER / TRENDING TROPICS / ÍFÉ
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LAMC (LATIN ALTERNATIVE MUSIC CONFERENCE)
SCREENING: CONVERSATIONS WITH OTURA MUN, 2:30PM*
SATURDAY 3-7PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 14 RO JAMES
THE RISING R&B STAR SHOWCASES HIS SLOW-BURNING SOUNDS
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SUNDAY 2:30-7PM CENTRAL PARK

JUL 15 FAMILY DAY: REBIRTH BRASS BAND
BIG CHIEF MONK BOUDEAUX
BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY TO A MARDI GRAS CELEBRATION FEATURING NEW ORLEANS BRASS BAND LEGENDS, ALONGSIDE FUN ACTIVITIES FOR ALL AGES
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 2:30PM*
WORKSHOP: SECOND LINE WITH THE LADY BUCKJUMPERS, 4PM*
SUNDAY 2:30-7PM QUEENSBRIDGE PARK

JUL 15 JUNGLE BROTHERS AND FRIENDS, O.C., KOOL DJ RED ALERT, WITH SPECIAL GUESTS DJ KOOL FLASH AND MORE
MULTI-GENERATIONAL CELEBRATION OF HIP-HOP’S BIGGEST INFLUENCERS, INNOVATORS, AND INGENUES WORKSHOP: VOICES OF A PEOPLE’S HISTORY, 4PM*
SUNDAY 2:30-7PM QUEENSBRIDGE PARK

JUL 18 & 19 DISPATCH / NAHKO AND THE MEDICINE
FOR THE PEOPLE / RAYE ZARAGOZA
PRODUCED BY THE BOWERY PRESENTS JAM BAND JUGGERNAUT WILL BE JOINED BY WORLD MUSIC COLLECTIVE AND UP-AND-COMING SINGER-SONGWRITER FOR BACK-TO-BACK NIGHTS OF POWERFUL, UPLIFTING AND DYNAMIC FOLK-Rock PERFORMANCES
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

*FOR MORE INFORMATION ON WORKSHOPS, PANELS & PUPPETMOBILE SEE PAGES 4, 5, 6
JUL 19
GEORGE LAMOND / SOUL SONIC FORCE / THE PHILHARMONIK
ECLECTIC FORCES OF NEW YORK AND CALIFORNIA BUST OUT SALSA,
FREESTYLE, AND MORE
THURSDAY 7-9PM CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK 🎶

JUL 20
MOBILE MONDAYS! CECE PENiston
ROBIN S WITH JOEY CARVELLO
“FINALLY” SINGER WITH HOUSE MUSIC DIVA AND CLASSIC DISCO
HOUSE DJ WILL BRING THE ‘90S MOVEMENT TO THE MASSES
WORKSHOP: FREESTYLE DANCE WITH THERESA LAVINGTON, 6PM*
FRIDAY 6-9PM CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK 🎶

JUL 21
LAS CAFETERAS / M.A.K.U. SOUNDSYSTEM / IBOMBA
(DJ USHKA & DJ BETO)
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LA ISLA BONITA SUMMER FESTIVAL
THESE THREE ACTS WILL TAKE AUDIENCES ON A RHYTHMIC JOURNEY
RANGING FROM BEAT MUSIC TO FUTURE DANCEHALL,
BREAKING DOWN BORDERS
WORKSHOP: VOICES OF A PEOPLE’S HISTORY, 4PM*
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SATURDAY 7-9PM CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK 🎶

JUL 22
GINUWINE / THE LADIES OF PINK DIAMONDS / DJ STACKS
THE PROVOCATEUR, KNOWN FOR THE R&B JAM “PONY,” RIDES HIS
RHYTHMS INTO TOWN ALONG WITH STATEN ISLAND’S OWN DJ STACKS
SUNDAY 5-7PM CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK 🎶

JUL 25
ALONZO KING LINES BALLET
INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED CONTEMPORARY
BALLET COMPANY PERFORMS WORKS THAT INFUSE
CLASSICAL BALLET WITH NEW EXPRESSIVE POTENTIAL
WEDNESDAY 8-10PM CENTRAL PARK 🔴

JUL 26
TKA / JUDY TORRES / GRAND WIZZARD THEODORE
BRONX-BORN FREESTYLE AND DANCE MAINSTAYS
THURSDAY 7-9PM SAINT MARY’S PARK 🎶

JUL 27
BOMBAZO DANCE CO / THE SABROSUERA EFFECT
IN ASSOCIATION WITH PEPTIAN
BRONX-BASED TROUPES SHARE A BILL FEATURING DANCES
CELEBRATING AND ROOTED IN THE LATIN DIASPORA
PRE SHOW: REVELATIONS CELEBRATION WORKSHOP, 7PM*
FRIDAY 7-9PM SAINT MARY’S PARK 🔴

JUL 28
PETE ROCK & THE SOUL BROTHERS / HANNAH
WILLIAMS AND THE AFFIRMATIONS / OPERATOR EMZ
BRONX RAP LEGEND AND HIS DYNAMIC CREW ARE JOINED
BY ONE OF SOUL’S MOST PROMINENT NEW VOICES
SATURDAY 3-7PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

JUL 28
SPANISH HARLEM ORCHESTRA
TWO-TIME GRAMMY WINNER, THE BAND’S ROUSING HARDCORE
SALSA STYLINGS NEVER FAIL TO GET AUDIENCES DANCING
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SATURDAY 4-7PM SAINT MARY’S PARK 🎶

JUL 29
FEMI KUTI & POSITIVE FORCE
JUPITER & OKWESS / DJ GEKO JONES
PURVEYORS OF AFROBEAT BRING THEIR FUNKY, JAZZY
SOUND TO CENTRAL PARK, WHERE THEY’RE JOINED BY
RISING STAR CONGOLESE MUSICIAN JUPITER BOKONDJI
AND HIS BAND OKWESS
SUNDAY 3-7PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

JUL 29
CHARLIE APONTE
THE INCOMPARABLE SALSERO BRINGS RHYTHMS OLD
AND NEW THAT WILL HAVE AUDIENCES ON THEIR FEET
SUNDAY 5-7PM SAINT MARY’S PARK 🎶

JUL 29
THE LOX / YOUNG M.A / SPECIAL GUEST
DJ FUNK FLEX, HOSTED BY TORAE
TRIFECTA OF STREET-INSPIRED MCS WITH CELEBRATED
CAREER OF HIP-HOP ANTHEMS IS JOINED BY ONE
OF BROOKLYN’S FASTEST RISING STARS AND MCS
SUNDAY 7-10PM 🎶

AUG 1
A.I.M SPECIAL YOUTH MATINEE
THE COMPANY, LED BY ACCLAIMED CONTEMPORARY
CHOREOGRAPHER KYLE ABRAHAM, PRESENTS A MATINEE PROGRAM
FOCUSED ON ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE ARTS
WORKSHOP: YOUTH DANCE, 11AM*
TUESDAY 11AM-12PM CENTRAL PARK 🔴

AUG 1
TITO NIEVES / BODOMA & GARIFUNA CULTURE BAND
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LA ISLA BONITA SUMMER FESTIVAL
THESE THREE ACTS WILL TAKE AUDIENCES ON A RHYTHMIC JOURNEY
RANGING FROM BEAT MUSIC TO FUTURE DANCEHALL,
BREAKING DOWN BORDERS
WORKSHOP: VOICES OF A PEOPLE’S HISTORY, 4PM*
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SATURDAY 5-7PM SAINT MARY’S PARK 🎶

AUG 1
PETE ROCK & THE SOUL BROTHERS / HANNAH
WILLIAMS AND THE AFFIRMATIONS / OPERATOR EMZ
BRONX RAP LEGEND AND HIS DYNAMIC CREW ARE JOINED
BY ONE OF SOUL’S MOST PROMINENT NEW VOICES
SATURDAY 3-7PM CENTRAL PARK 🎶

AUG 1
A.I.M / MOVEMENT OF THE PEOPLE DANCE COMPANY
ACCLAIMED NY-BASED COMPANIES BRING UNCOMPROMISING
APPROACHES TO MOVEMENT, POLITICS & THE HUMAN CONDITION
WORKSHOP: A CONVERSATION WITH KYLE ABRAHAM
HOSTED BY EVA YAA ASANTEWAA, RSVP REQUIRED, 6PM*
WEDNESDAY 8-10PM CENTRAL PARK 🔴

AUG 2
THE MOVEMENT: MESSIAH / DARELL
YOUNG FLOW / EL SOSA / NELL Y NELZ
FIVE STARS OF THE BURGEONING LATIN TRAP SCENE
SHOWCASE THEIR INDEFATIGABLE SOUNDS
THURSDAY 7-9PM CROTONA PARK 🎶

AUG 2
MOBILE MONDAYS! CECE PENiston
ROBIN S WITH JOEY CARVELLO
“FINALLY” SINGER WITH HOUSE MUSIC DIVA AND CLASSIC DISCO
HOUSE DJ WILL BRING THE ‘90S MOVEMENT TO THE MASSES
WORKSHOP: FREESTYLE DANCE WITH THERESA LAVINGTON, 6PM*
FRIDAY 6-9PM CORPORAL THOMPSON PARK 🎶

*For More Information on Workshops, Panels & PuppetMobile See Pages 4, 5, 6
AUG 3
ULTIMATE BREAK BEATS: BREAKBEAT LOU, SPECIAL ED, NICE AND SMOOTH, AND LORDE FINESSE
ONE OF THE MAESTROS BEHIND SOME OF HIP-HOP’S MOST CLASSIC BEATS BREAKS IT DOWN WITH FELLOW NYC HIP-HOP HEAVYWEIGHTS
WORKSHOP: HIP-HOP DANCE WITH FABEL, 6PM*
FRIDAY 6-9PM CROTONA PARK

AUG 4
SISTER NANCY & SHINEHEAD WITH DJ MISBEHAVIOR
QUEEN OF JAMAICAN DANCEHALL IS JOINED BY BRONX-BORN REGGAE FUSION RAPPER FOR AN EVENING OF RIDDIMS AND GROOVES
WORKSHOP: VOICES OF A PEOPLE’S HISTORY, 4PM*
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SATURDAY 4-7PM CROTONA PARK

AUG 5
THE ORIGINALS: STRETCH ARMSTRONG / CLARK KENT
D-NICE / RICH MEDINA / TONY TOUCH
FIVE LEGENDARY DJs COME TOGETHER TO FORM AN UNTOUCHABLE COLLECTIVE THAT WILL TURN CENTRAL PARK INTO ONE BIG DANCE FLOOR
SATURDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

AUG 8
VOODOO THREAUXDOWN
FEATURING Trombone Shorty & Orleans Avenue / Galactic / Preservation Hall Jazz Band / New Breed Brass Band With Special Guests
Produced By The Bowery Presents
In Celebration Of New Orleans’ Tricentennial, NOLA’S FINEST WILL HONOR THE MUSICAL TRADITIONS OF THEIR HOMETOWN WITH A NIGHT OF JAZZ, FUNK, HIP-HOP, AND BRASS BAND PERFORMANCES
WEDNESDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

AUG 9
WILD STYLE 35TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION CONCERT & FILM SCREENING WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
This Iconic Film Documenting The Rise Of Hip-Hop Celebrates With Original Cast Members, Performers, And Special Guests At The Park Where The Final Scene Was Shot
WORKSHOP: HIP-HOP DANCE WITH FABEL, 6PM*
THURSDAY 6-10PM EAST RIVER PARK

AUG 9
GOOD VIBES WITH JASON MRAZ AND BRETT DENNEN
Produced By The Bowery Presents
California Born-And- Bred Singer-Songwriters Bring Their Upbeat, Folk-Pop Sounds And “Good Vibes” To Central Park
THURSDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

AUG 10
PERIDANCE CONTEMPORARY DANCE COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY CONTEMPORARY DANCE SCENE STAPLE MAKES ITS SUMMERSTAGE DEBUT
WORKSHOP: REVELATIONS CELEBRATION, 7PM*
FRIDAY 7-9PM EAST RIVER PARK

AUG 11
PORCHES / SUNFLOWER BEAN / CRUMB
IN ASSOCIATION WITH BROOKLYN MAGAZINE
NEW YORK INDIE-POP BAND IS FLANKED BY TWO LOCAL PSYCHEDELIC ROCK UP-AND-COMERS
SATURDAY 5-7PM EAST RIVER PARK

AUG 11
KOREA GAYOJE: TOKIMONSTA / DUMBFOUNDDEAD KERO ONE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER NEW YORK AND MEANRED
BREAKING BOUNDARIES, KOREAN-AMERICAN MUSICAL FORCES BRING THE BEATS WITH LYRICAL JAZZ RAP, DEFIANT HIP-HOP, AND ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRONIC HITS
SATURDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

AUG 11
JERRY RIVERA / NUYORICAN POETS CAFE: LA BRUJA AND CHEMBO CORNIEL
IN ASSOCIATION WITH LATINO USA
THIS STACKED BILL COMBINES A BEST-SELLING SALSA ARTIST WITH ACTIVIST-POET CARIDAD DE LA LUZ AND GRAMMY-NOMINATED PERCUSSIONIST CORNIEL
PUPPETMOBILE’S THE BIG GOOD WOLF, 4PM*
SUNDAY 4-7PM EAST RIVER PARK

AUG 12
MUSIC + REVOLUTION: GREENWICH VILLAGE IN THE 1960S HOSTED BY RICHARD BARONE
SOME OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ERA’S BEST AND BRIGHTEST STARS UNITE WITH THE NEXT GENERATION TO CELEBRATE THE PLACE WHERE IT ALL STARTED
SUNDAY 7-10PM CENTRAL PARK

AUG 12
DEJ LOAF / QUIÑ & MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED
ONE OF TODAY’S MOST GIFTED WORKING MCS PROVES THAT SHE’S JUST GETTING STARTED
SUNDAY 7-10PM
FORD AMPHITHEATER AT CONEY ISLAND

AUG 13
OAR - JUST LIKE PARADISE TOUR
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS MATT NATHANSON AND THE NEW RESPECTS
Produced By The Bowery Presents
AMERICAN ROCKERS BRING THEIR ROOTS-ROCK STYLE TO CENTRAL PARK WITH FOLK-ROCK SINGER-SONGWRITER AND A SOUTHERN ROCK BAND
MONDAY 6-10PM CENTRAL PARK

*For More Information on Workshops, Panels & PuppetMobile See Pages 4, 5, 6
ALICE SMITH / AKALA / DJ STORMIN NORMAN
A powerhouse vocalist with a signature style of rock, pop, and R&B takes the stage with the rising British-born rapper, poet and activist and one of Harlem’s most established DJs.
Workshop: Voices of a People’s History, 6PM*  
Wednesday 6-9PM Marcus Garvey Park (Music)

JEREMY MCQUEEN’S BLACK IRIS PROJECT
To ring in the centennial of Nelson Mandela’s birth, the New York-based ballet troupe will perform “MADIBA,” along with a world premiere set to a four hand piano version of Stravinsky’s “The Rite of Spring.”
Workshop: Revelations Celebration, 7PM*  
Thursday 7-9PM Marcus Garvey Park (Dance, Family)

PAPE DIOUF & LA GENERATION CONSCIENTE
The Senegalese mbalax star brings his singular sound along with his band la generation consciente.
Workshop: African Drums, 4PM*  
Puppetmobile’s the big good wolf, 4PM*  
Saturday 4-7PM Marcus Garvey Park (Music, Family)

RAPSODY
The enrapturing MC brings her wisdom and sharp rhymes to the stage.
Sunday 5-7PM Marcus Garvey Park (Music)

“MR. GAGA” WITH GALLIM
The documentary tells the story of Ohad Naharin, the renowned choreographer and artistic director of Batsheva Dance Company, with a performance by the Brooklyn-based dance troupe.
Workshop: Gaga/ People Masterclass, RSVP required, 6PM*  
Wednesday 8-10PM Central Park (Benefit, Dance)

CHARLIE PARKER JAZZ FESTIVAL
Monty Alexander - Harlem Kingston Express  
Catherine Russell / Keyon Harrold  
Matthew Whitaker Trio
Jazz veterans and rising stars pay tribute to innovator and bebop master Charlie “Bird” Parker.
Saturday 3-7PM  
Marcus Garvey Park (Music)

Eddie Palmieri La Perfecta / Tony Vega
Two legends of New York salsa converge, for one night only.
Sunday 6-10PM Central Park (Music)

Voices of a People’s History Featuring StaceyAnn Chin, Rachel Dratch, Michael Ealy, Laura Gomez, Celisse Henderson, Viggo Mortensen and others
Critical readings, songs and more that highlight lesser-told narratives in history on the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington.
Tuesday 7-10PM Central Park (Spoken Word)

Mac DeMarco produced by the Bowery Presents
Canadian singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist brings his psychedelic pop-punk tunes to life.
Saturday 6-10PM Central Park (Benefit, Music)

Blood Orange produced by the Bowery Presents
Genre-spanning musical performance from the multi-instrumentalist, vocalist and producer Dev Hynes.
Saturday 6-10PM Central Park (Benefit, Music)

Angelique Kidjo’s Remain in Light/ Resistance Revival Chorus
Africa’s premier diva stuns with songs from her much-anticipated Talking Heads cover album, opened with a women’s choir collective.
Thursday 7-10PM Central Park (Music)

*For More Information on Workshops, Panels & PuppetMobile See Pages 4, 5, 6
This year’s festival will kick off with a celebration of the 50th anniversary of the release of Charles Tolliver’s debut album and will include Ron Carter and Gary Bartz from the original recording, along with special guests Jack DeJohnette, Buster Williams, and others. The festival continues with a dizzying array of artists including Grammy-winning vocalist Catherine Russell, veteran jazz pianist Monty Alexander, rising star Keyon Harrold, child prodigy Matthew Whitaker, virtuoso pianist and vocalist Amina Claudine Myers, modern jazz trio The Bad Plus, revered saxophonist Gary Bartz, and a new work featuring three young artists: saxophonist Immanuel Wilkins, vibraphonist Joel Ross, and trumpeter Adam O’Farrill.

Check SummerStage.org for more details and additional festival activities, including a free concert at the School of Jazz at The New School.
SUMMERSTAGE MEMBERSHIP
BECOME A SUMMERSTAGE MEMBER

Support City Parks Foundation all summer long with a SummerStage Membership. As a Member, enjoy a season of incredible experiences with exclusive benefits, and feel good knowing that you’re supporting free performances all around the city.

Membership for two begins at $150 (fully tax-deductible), which includes express entry and prime seating privileges. Higher membership levels include VIP seating, complimentary beverages, and wait service at your seats.

Give or get a Membership today at SummerStage.org/membership.

PLAN YOUR VISIT

We look forward to seeing you! For Central Park and Coney Island shows, doors open one hour prior to the listed showtimes. In all other locations, shows start promptly at the times listed on the schedule. Tickets are required for all Benefit Concerts in Central Park. For visitor information and show FAQs, please visit SummerStage.org before you arrive.
Generous private support is provided by The Thompson Foundation, The Jaharis Family Foundation, the Howard Gilman Foundation, The Shubert Organization, the J.E. & Z.B. Butler Foundation, and the Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels Foundation. This program is also supported, in part, by public funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City Council; the National Endowment for the Arts; the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature; and the NYC Council under the leadership of Speaker Corey Johnson. Only in Queens SummerStage Concert is presented by Borough President Melinda Katz with NYC Comptroller Scott Stringer and NYC Parks.

Additional support is generously provided by our dedicated festival audience and SummerStage Members.
FREE EVENTS ACROSS FIVE BOROUGHS

SUMMERSTAGE.ORG  SUMMERSTAGE  SUMMERSTAGENYC

BRONX / BROOKLYN / MANHATTAN / QUEENS / STATEN ISLAND